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the Murray

Valley and Lower Darling River

Introduction
What is the purpose of
this report?
This report provides an update
on the monitoring and evaluation
activities undertaken in 2010-11 to
assess the ecological and socioeconomic performance of the water
sharing plans adopted in the Murray
Valley and Lower Darling River. It
provides an interim assessment of
outcomes of the investigations and
identifies priority needs for future
monitoring and evaluation activities.

Why do we need to
monitor plans?
Water sharing plans provide
water to meet environmental and
socio-economic needs, and spell
out the rules governing access to
water. The Murray Valley and Lower
Darling River contain a number of
important environmental assets
and support a valuable irrigation
industry. Important environmental
assets in the Murray Valley include
the Barmah-Millewa and GunbowerKoondrook-Perricoota forests,
which are respectively the first
and second largest river red gum
(Eucalyptus camalduensis) forests
in Australia, and are both listed
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under the Ramsar Convention.
In addition, the Murray River
channel is a Living Murray Icon site
(www.mdba.gov.au/programs/tlm)
which, by connecting headwaters,
floodplains, wetlands and estuaries,
is fundamental to the existence of
the Murray Valley. Other important
environmental assets include the
Edward Wakool River system,
which includes the Colligen and
Merran creeks and the Niemur
River; the Lower Darling River
(Figure 1), which runs along the
Kinchega National Park; and
the Great Darling Anabranch.

decisions on how the plans might be
improved when they are renewed.
To achieve this, the NSW Office of
Water undertakes ecological and
socio-economic monitoring and
evaluation activities focused on
specific clauses and performance
indicators within the plans.

What water sharing
plans are currently
in place?
Three water sharing plans in the
Murray Valley and Lower Darling
River are currently gazetted
(Figure 2):

The Murray River is unique in NSW
because it is managed by multiple
agencies under agreements between
the Commonwealth and State
Governments. Several established
environmental water monitoring
programs in the Murray River Valley
also involve multiple agencies from
the different jurisdictions.
It is important to know whether the
water sharing plans are meeting their
environmental objectives, so that
their effectiveness can be reviewed
at the end of their 10-year period of
operation. The information collected
will be used to make informed

More details on these plans can be
found on the NSW Office of Water’s
website www.water.nsw.gov.au
go to Water Management
> Water Sharing Plans.

NSW Office of Water - www.water.nsw.gov.au

■■

Water Sharing Plan for the New
South Wales Murray and Lower
Darling Regulated Rivers Water
Sources 2003

■■

Water Sharing Plan for the Upper
Billabong Water Source 2003
(Unregulated River)

■■

Water Sharing Plan for the Lower
Murray Groundwater Source 2006.
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Figure 1
Monitoring of algae in the Lower
Darling River.
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NSW Office of Water - www.water.nsw.gov.au
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available water determinations
What has influenced the
water sharing plan’s
operation in 2010-11?
Regulated rivers - water availability
Owing to a lack of rain and inflows,
available water determinations for
general security access licences for
the NSW Murray Regulated River
Water Source were zero per cent at
the start of the 2010-11 water year
but increased to 100 per cent by
December 2010, remaining at that
level for the remainder of the water
year. Figures 3 and 4 show the
water availability for general security
access licences over the last 24 and
12 years, respectively.
Available water determinations for

general security access licences for
the Lower Darling Regulated River
Water Source were 100 per cent at
the start of the 2010-11 water year
and remained so for the whole water
year. Figures 5 and 6 show the
water availability for general security
access licences over the last 20 and
8 years, respectively.

assigned to all categories of access
licences for the Upper Billabong Water
Source for the 2010-11 water year were
100 per cent, although the low flows
in some streams may have meant that
not all of this water was extractable.
Groundwater - water availability

The Water Sharing Plan for the
NSW Murray and Lower Darling
Regulated Rivers Water Sources was
suspended in November 2006 as a
result of drought. It recommenced in
September 2011.
Unregulated rivers - water
availability
Available water determinations

In the Lower Murray Groundwater
Source during 2010-11, the share
components of aquifer access
licences and supplementary water
access licences authorised to
extract from this source received
1 megalitre per share unit. The local
water utility, aquifer (town water
supply) and domestic and stock
access license holders received
100 per cent of their entitlements.

180%
160%

Available water determinations

140%
120%
100%

Figure 3

80%

Available water
determinations
for NSW Murray
Regulated River Water
Source from 1977 to
2011 (indicative only).

65%
40%
20%
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Available water
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the Lower Darling
Regulated River Water
Source from 1999 to
2011 (indicative only).

40%

20%

What environmental
issues are addressed by
the water sharing plans?
Regulated rivers water sharing plans
The environmental issues addressed
by the Water Sharing Plan for the
NSW Murray and Lower Darling
Regulated Rivers Water Sources are
incorporated in the objectives of the
plan and include:
(a) improving opportunities for
natural regeneration and
breeding cycles and ecological
processes reliant on seasonal
patterns by reinstating more
natural wetting and drying cycles
(b) increasing the connectivity
between the river and floodplain
during spring and early summer
(c) maintaining or enhancing the
physical habitats of the river
system
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(d) improving the opportunities for
breeding of native fish and other
native organisms

year is available for release. The

(e) promoting the recovery of
threatened species, populations
and ecological communities

at any time is 350,000 megalitres.

(f) contributing to the expansion and
diversification of river bank habitat

The maximum credit that may

(g) contributing to the maintenance
of bank stability

environmental allowance at any

(h) assisting in maintenance of the
ecological health of anabranches
and billabongs

of regulated river (high security)

(i) maintaining or improving of water
quality to downstream water
environments.
The plan also provides specific
environmental water for a number
of purposes:
Barmah-Millewa allowance
Up to 50,000 megalitres per water

NSW Office of Water - www.water.nsw.gov.au

maximum credit that may be held
in the Barmah-Millewa allowance
Murray additional environmental
allowance
be held in the Murray additional
time is 0.15 megalitres per unit share
access licences. Releases from
the allowance may be made for any
purpose consistent with objectives
(a) to (i) in the plan.
Lower Darling environmental
contingency allowance
Up to 30,000 megalitres is available
(subject to certain conditions)
whenever the Minister announces
a high blue-green algal alert level,
as set out in the Sunraysia Regional

contents | view | print | exit

Valley and Lower Darling River

Image courtesy of Lorraine Hardwick

the Murray

Algal bloom on the
Darling River.

Algal Contingency Strategy, in the
Lower Darling Water Source.
Adaptive environmental water
Adaptive environmental water is
water access licences held for
environmental purposes.
Unregulated rivers water
sharing plans
The Water Sharing Plan for the
Upper Billabong Water Source sets
cease-to-pump rules for very low
flows and establishes daily flow
sharing rules to protect a proportion
of flows for the environment.

10

Groundwater water sharing plans

megalitres per year.

The Water Sharing Plan for the
Lower Murray Groundwater Source
establishes the proportion of
recharge that can be extracted and
shared between all stakeholders
without compromising the
integrity of the water source and
dependent environment. The
total volume of water that can be
extracted is the sustainable yield or
sustainable diversion limit. Before
the commencement of the plan the
water source was over-allocated.
The plan was gazetted in November
2006 and reduced the extraction
limit from 203,000 to 83,700

A desktop study was carried out
in 2003 to identify groundwaterdependent ecosystems in the Lower
Murray Groundwater Source. None
were found, and no vegetation
community or environmental assets
dependent on this water source
were identified. Therefore, no
proportion of recharge was allocated
for the environment.

NSW Office of Water - www.water.nsw.gov.au

More details on the water
sharing plans can be found on
the NSW Office of Water’s
website www.water.nsw.gov.au
go to Water Management
> Water Sharing.
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ecological monitoring
What ecological
monitoring is
occurring?

programs in the Murray Valley
involving multiple agencies from
the different jurisdictions.

Regulated rivers water sharing plans

Barmah-Millewa allowance
Although the Barmah-Millewa
allowance was last directly used
in the 2005-06 water year, other
associated water was used during
the 2006-07 to 2008-09 reporting
period. The main framework for the
monitoring of the Barmah-Millewa
allowance in the Murray Valley
during the period of this reporting
has been the Living Murray program
(www.mdba.gov.au/programs/tlm),
managed by the former MurrayDarling Basin Commission (MDBC)
and its successor the Murray-Darling
Basin Authority (MDBA). From 200607 to 2008-09, the Living Murray
program issued 37 reports on the
monitoring of environmental flows
in the NSW assets, most of which
involve the Barmah-Millewa Forest.

The Integrated Monitoring of
Environmental Flows (IMEF) scientific
program was established in 1997
to assess the ecological benefits of
environmental flow rules in NSW’s
regulated rivers and the BarwonDarling River. The program has
since been revised to monitor and
evaluate the ecological performance
of the water sharing plans for the
regulated rivers.
In contrast to many other NSW river
valleys, no IMEF projects have been
done in the Murray Valley. However,
an IMEF project has been undertaken
in the Lower Darling River. As a
consequence, there has been
comparatively little direct involvement
of the NSW Office of Water (or its
predecessors) in the monitoring of
environmental water in the Murray
Valley. This report refers mainly to
the monitoring work done by
agencies other than the NSW
Office of Water in the Murray Valley.
There is several established
environmental water monitoring

11

Adaptive environmental water
Adaptive environmental water (AEW)
has been managed with advice from
the former Murray Wetlands Working
Group, which was part of the Murray
Catchment Management Authority.
AEW is now wholly managed within

NSW Office of Water - www.water.nsw.gov.au

the NSW Office of Environment
and Heritage. The Murray Wetlands
Working Group issued 8 annual
reports and 2 summary reports
covering the use of AEW in 2000-03
and 2004-08. From 2003 to 2008,
28,000 megalitres of AEW was
used to inundate 93 wetlands
covering about 4,000 hectares,
and more than $1 million dollars
was generated through water
trading for wetland and riverine
rehabilitation activities in 100 projects
covering about 70,000 hectares.
Murray additional environmental
allowance
The Murray additional environmental
allowance was made available only
in 2010-11, when the water sharing
plan was suspended. The allowance
was transferred to the Lower Darling
Water Source.
Lower Darling River
An IMEF project titled ‘Algal
bloom management in the Lower
Darling River’ is examining the
factors that lead to blooms of toxic
cyanobacteria (blue-green algae),
whether they are related to flow, and
whether the flow rules are reducing
the number of blooms. This project
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the Murray

Valley and Lower Darling River

is based at three weir pool sites
downstream of Menindee Lakes,
namely Weir 32, Pooncarie and
Burtundy (Figure 7).

Figure 7
Locations of monitoring sites in
the Lower Darling Water Source.

Unregulated rivers water
sharing plans

Groundwater sharing plans
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Lake Victoria
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Monitoring sites

Investigative drilling of the
groundwater resources of the
Murray Valley began in 1971 and
has continued intermittently since.
Thus far, over 100 bores have been
drilled and completed as monitoring
bores (Figure 8). Many of the bores
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 Menindee

Da

Field verification involving photopoint monitoring and low flow
gauging is planned for the Upper
Billabong Water Source. To date,
only a small number of sites on
tributaries have been established
for photo-point monitoring and no
sites for low flow gauging have been
established. Access to much of this
water source has been restricted
owing to major construction works
associated with the upgrading of the
Hume Highway.

Menindee Lakes

Great Darling Anabranch

The NSW Office of Water established
a program to assess the ecological
outcomes of the 20 water sharing
plans for unregulated water sources
that were gazetted in 2004. The
first aim of ecological monitoring in
unregulated rivers is to determine
whether the environmental objectives
of the plans are being achieved.

NSW Office of Water - www.water.nsw.gov.au
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are nested with multiple piezometers
intersecting different aquifers at
different depths. This enables water
levels to be measured at several
depths and assists in understanding
the vertical movement of water.

fluctuations every hour. The data
loggers are located at strategic
locations to monitor pressure level
changes in areas highly affected
by pumping.

bores are monitored quarterly.

Additional monitoring projects
under way in the Lower Murray
Groundwater Source include:

Approximately 30 per cent of all

■■

Water levels in most observation

monitoring bores are also equipped
with data loggers that measure
groundwater pressure level

construction of a new
groundwater flow model to
quantify the volume of recharge
and water balance

monthly purging and sampling
from key monitoring bores to
determine the impact of pumping
on groundwater quality.

■■

More details on the water
sharing plans can be found on
the NSW Office of Water’s
website www.water.nsw.gov.au
go to Water Management
> Water Sharing.

Figure 8
Monitoring bore sites in the Lower Murray Groundwater Source.
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NSW Office of Water - www.water.nsw.gov.au
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Valley and Lower Darling River

Image courtesy of Ben Berry

the Murray

Murray River
downstream of Albury.
14
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plan provisions being monitored
Which plan provisions
are we monitoring?
Regulated rivers water sharing plans
Water Sharing Plan for the NSW
Murray and Lower Darling Regulated
Rivers Water Sources
Clause 10: Objectives
The objectives of this plan are to:
(a) improve opportunities for natural
regeneration and breeding
cycles and ecological processes
reliant on seasonal patterns, in
particular by reinstating more
natural wetting and drying cycles
(b) increase the connectivity
between the river and floodplain
during spring and early summer
(c) contribute to the maintenance
or enhancement of the physical
habitats of the river system
(d) improve the opportunities for
breeding of native fish and other
native organisms by encouraging
the migration of native fish and
allowing access to spawning
sites, food sources and improved
water quality, including correct
thermal conditions
(e) promote the recovery of
threatened species, populations

15

and ecological communities
(f) contribute to expansion and
diversification of river bank
habitat
(g) contribute to maintenance of
bank stability
(h) assist in maintenance of the
ecological health of anabranches
and billabongs, particularly for
habitat that may not be provided
in the main river channel
(i) contribute to the maintenance or
improvement of water quality to
downstream water environments
(j) enhance the viability,
sustainability and security
of primary and secondary,
recreational and tourist industries,
and the communities of the
Murray-Lower Darling region.
Clause 12: Performance indicators
The performance of the plan is
assessed against changes in:
(a) the ecological condition of the
water source and dependent
ecosystems
(b) low flows
(c) moderate to high flows
(d) water quality

NSW Office of Water - www.water.nsw.gov.au

(e) the economic benefits derived
from water extraction and use.
Clause 15: Planned environmental
water
Subclauses (2) to (16) establish
environmental water rules relating
to the management of the NSW
Barmah-Millewa Environmental
Water Allowance (the ‘BarmahMillewa allowance’) in the Murray
River Water Source.
Up to 50,000 megalitres per water
year (subject to conditions) shall be
available for release as specified
under the plan. The maximum credit
that may be held in the BarmahMillewa allowance at any time is
350,000 megalitres.
The Barmah-Millewa allowance and
Barmah-Millewa overdraw shall be
released from Hume Dam according
to the rules in the plan.
The rules relating to the BarmahMillewa allowance and overdraw
may be varied as set out in Part 14
of the plan.
Subclauses (18) to (20) establish
environmental water rules relating
to the management of the Lower
Darling Environmental Contingency
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the Murray

Valley and Lower Darling River

Allowance (ECA) in the Lower
Darling Water Source.
The volume of water credited to
the Lower Darling ECA at any time
shall be:
(a) zero if the volume stored
in Menindee Lakes is
below 480,000 megalitres
(b) zero if the volume stored
in Menindee Lakes has
not risen above 640,000
megalitres since it last fell
below 480,000 megalitres
(c) 30,000 megalitres minus any
release from the Lower Darling
ECA during the current water
year that has resulted in a loss
of total water volume available
to NSW under the accounting
rules applying to interstate water
sharing in the Murray and Lower
Darling River.
Water may be released from the
Lower Darling ECA whenever the
Minister announces a high bluegreen algal alert level in the Lower
Darling Water Source, as set out
in the Sunraysia Regional Algal
Contingency Strategy.
The rate of release shall be 2,000
megalitres per day in May to October
and 5,000 megalitres per day in
November to April, unless the Minister
determines that a lower rate is enough
to control blue-green algal levels while
other river flows are maintained.
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Subclauses (22) to (26) establish
environmental water rules relating
to the management of the additional
environmental allowance (AEA)
of the Murray Regulated River
Water Source.
The maximum credit that may be
held in the Murray AEA at any time
shall be 0.15 megalitres per unit
share specified in the regulated
river (high security) access licences.
The Murray AEA shall be credited
with 0.03 megalitres per unit share
specified in the regulated river (high
security) access licences at the end
of any water year when the sum of
available water determinations for
regulated river (high security)
access licences for the water
year has not exceeded 0.97
megalitres per unit share.
Water may be released from the
Murray AEA for any purpose
consistent with objectives (a) to (i)
in clause 10.
All volumes credited to the
Murray AEA shall be forfeited
whenever Hume Dam water
storage fills or water is prereleased from Hume Dam for
flood management purposes.

(a) the long-term average annual
extraction from the water source
that would occur under the
conditions of the water storages,
share components and water
use development that existed
in the water source in 2000-01
and the water management rules
defined in the plan, minus 17,800
megalitres per year
(b) the long-term average annual
extraction from the water source
that would occur under the
development and management
conditions used to define the
cap in Schedule F of the MurrayDarling Basin Agreement, minus
17,800 megalitres per year.
The long-term extraction limit for the
Lower Darling Water Source is the
lesser of:
(a) the long-term average annual
extraction from the water source
that would occur under the
conditions of the water storages,
share components and water
use development that existed
in the water source in 2000-01,
and the share components of the
access licences issued as part of
the arrangements that replaced

Clause 31: Volume of the long-term
extraction limit

the replenishment flow provisions

The long-term extraction limit for the
Murray River Water Source is the
lesser of:

the water management rules

NSW Office of Water - www.water.nsw.gov.au

in clause 60 of the plan, and
defined in the plan, minus 35,500
megalitres per year
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(b) the long-term average annual
extraction from the water source
that would occur under the
development and management
conditions used to define the

Unregulated rivers water
sharing plans
Water Sharing Plan for the Upper
Billabong Water Source

of water quality to support the
environmental values of the
water source.

cap in Schedule E of the Murray-

Clause 11: Objectives

Clause 13: Environmental

Darling Basin Agreement, minus

The broad objectives of the plan

performance indicators

35,500 megalitres per year.

are to:

The performance of the plan is

(a) protect natural low flows (flows

assessed against changes in:

The plan also provides rules for
amendments to these long-term
average annual extraction values.
Clause 66: Barmah-Millewa
allowance and Barmah-Millewa

from the very low and A classes)
(b) protect important rises in
river levels
(c) protect a proportion of moderate
flows (B class flows)

overdraw
The Minister may vary the rules
for the release or taking of water
from the Barmah-Millewa allowance

(d) maintain wetland and floodplain
inundation
(e) protect the natural wetting and

and Barmah-Millewa overdraw

drying cycles of ephemeral

specified in the plan at any

waterways

time providing:

(f) provide a share of water to

(a) there will be no more than a 1per

preserve identified values

cent reduction in the long-term

downstream of this water source,

volume of water supply available

conditional on climatic variability

to access licence holders in the
Murray River Water Source
(b) the only change to subclauses
15 (12) to 15 (15) of the plan may
be the replacement of 30 per
cent with some other percentage
(c) the Minister has consulted with
the Minister for the Environment
(d) the Minister is of the opinion

17

(j) contribute to the achievement

(g) protect wetland areas with
traditional native aquatic plants
used by Aboriginal people for
food, medicines and habitat
(h) respect and protect Wiradjuri

(a) low flows
(b) moderate to high flows
(c) the ecological condition of
the water source and
dependent ecosystems
(d) the economic benefits derived
from water extraction and use.
Clause 17: Flow classes
The sharing of daily flows is based
on flow classes established by the
plan for management zones within
the water source.
Clause 45: Total daily extraction
limit
The plan sets a total daily extraction
limit for each flow class established
in clause 17.

heritage sites and culture

Clause 72: Amendment of very low

through the management

flow provision

of water extraction from this

The Minister may vary the very low

water source

flow levels established in clause 17

that the change is not contrary

(i) recognise and protect any other

within a small range following field

to the environmental objectives

traditional values of water to

verification that natural water levels

of this plan.

Aboriginal people

in river pools and wetlands during

NSW Office of Water - www.water.nsw.gov.au
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periods of no flow and natural low
flow are protected.
Groundwater sharing plans
Water Sharing Plan for the Lower
Murray Groundwater Source
Clause 13: Performance indicators
The performance of the plan is
assessed against changes in:
(a) groundwater extraction relative
to the extraction limits and
drawdown rates prescribed by
the plan
(b) climate-adjusted groundwater
levels
(c) water levels adjacent to identified
groundwater-dependent
ecosystems
(d) groundwater quality
(e) the economic benefits derived
from groundwater extraction
and use
(f) the structural integrity of
the aquifer.
Clause 16: Recharge
The overall basis of water sharing
in the plan is the annual recharge
to the groundwater source, which
is 83,700 megalitres per year plus
the requirement for basic landholder
rights at commencement of the plan.
Clause 18(1): Planned
environmental water

planned environmental water rules:
(1) The physical water contained
in the storage component of
the groundwater source, minus
the amount water required for
supplementary water access
permitted under the plan
(2) Water in excess of the longterm extraction limit may not be
taken and used for any purpose,
thereby protecting a proportion
of the total water available for
fundamental ecosystem needs.
Access to water under
supplementary water access
licences will not be permitted
after 30 June 2015, when all
the physical water contained in
the storage component of this
groundwater source will be
reserved for the environment.
Clause 32: Extraction limit
The extraction limit for the
groundwater source is initially 83,700
megalitres per year, plus total water
made available to supplementary
water access licences under the
plan, plus the total requirements
for basic landholder rights at the
commencement of the plan.
Clause 41: Water level
management
Local access rules may be applied
once contoured recovery depths

The plan establishes the following
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exceed the following piezometric
decline (trigger level) in any key
observation bore:
Year
(of the plan)

Trigger level
(metres decline)

1

5.4
6.1
6.7
7.3
7.8
8.3
8.7
9.1
9.5

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

A local impact area is to be identified
from a map of the piezometric
surface change, showing seasonal,
annual or longer patterns of
drawdown or recovery in an aquifer.
Notwithstanding the above, local
access rules may be applied
once unacceptable impacts from
drawdown or recovery are observed
in a single year or if an average
piezometric decline across the water
source of greater than 1.65 metres
is likely to occur over the period of
the plan.
Local access rules may be
applied to reduce the rate of
pressure decline, or in response to
unacceptable seasonal drawdown
or recovery, to ensure pressure
recovers to acceptable levels.
Local access rules may be applied
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for such a time as required to
stabilise and, if necessary, restore
water levels or water pressures to an
appropriate level, as determined by
the Minister.

aquifer compaction, to protect the

as determined by the Minister.

integrity of the aquifers within the

This clause recognises that damage

groundwater source.

of aquifers through excessive water

Local access rules may be applied

loss is irreversible and destroys the

This clause does not apply to local
water utility access licences.

for such a time as required to

resource for future water users,

stabilise subsidence or compaction

including the environment.

Image courtesy of Rob Brownbill

Clause 42: Water quality
management
An aquifer salinity baseline and
sodium adsorption ratio (SAR)
baseline for each production bore,
against which groundwater quality
changes and use parameters are to
be compared, should be established
at the commencement of the plan.
Local access rules may be applied
if the aquifer baseline salinity
exceeds 650 µS/cm and the salinity
increases over a three year period
by either 20 per cent or more or
500 µS/cm or more.
After 1 July 2010, local access rules
may be applied if the SAR exceeds
the baseline.
Local access rules may be applied
to for such a time as required to
stabilise and if necessary restore
water quality to an appropriate level,
as determined by the Minister.
Clause 43: Protection of
aquifer integrity
Local access rules may be
applied, on the presentation of

For more details visit the
NSW Office of Water’s website
www.water.nsw.gov.au

evidence of land subsidence or
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What has the
ecological monitoring
told us so far?
Regulated rivers water sharing plans
Water Sharing Plan for the
NSW Murray and Lower Darling
Regulated Rivers Water Sources
Murray Valley
The Living Murray (www.mdba.
gov.au/programs/tlm) is one of
Australia's most significant river
restoration programs. It aims to

achieve a healthy working Murray
River system for the benefit of all
Australians. This includes returning
water to the river's environment.

during the period 2006-07 to
2008-09 focusing on birds, fish
and vegetation as ecological health
objectives, and on general matters.

The Living Murray program was
established in 2002 in response
to evidence showing the declining
health of the river system. It is a
partnership of the NSW, Victorian,
South Australian, ACT and Australian
governments, coordinated by the
Murray-Darling Basin Authority.

The summaries from the Living
Murray Icon Site Condition Annual
Reports (as published by the MDBC/
MDBA) are reproduced below. The
Living Murray Icon sites relevant to
this report are the Barmah-Millewa
Forest, the Gunbower-KoondrookPerricoota Forest and the River
Murray channel.

The program issued 37 reports

Barmah-Millewa Forest
2006 - 2007

Successful breeding of thousands of colonial waterbirds in at least 3 years in 10 - the release of the 513 gigalitre
Barmah-Millewa Environmental Water Allocation on the back of rain-induced high flows in 2005-06 enabled a successful
breeding event of the scale and extent targeted by the ecological objectives. The last large breeding event happened in 200001. To meet the target of 3 years in 10, another flood will be required by 2009-10.
Healthy vegetation in at least 55 percent of the area of the forest (including virtually all of the giant rush, moira grass,
and river red gum forest) - the environmental water allocation release of 2005-06 and the flooding and manipulation of
Moira Lake for ecological purposes have achieved the ecological objective. However, continuing dry conditions are resulting in
a decline in health, particularly in higher river red gum areas. Broad-area flooding (or above average rainfall) will be required in
the next 2 to 3 years in order to continue to meet the objective.

2007 - 2008

Successful breeding of thousands of colonial waterbirds in at least 3 years in 10 - waterbirds were present on only
two wetlands (Barmah Lake and Reed Beds South), as all remaining wetlands were dry. On-ground surveys during summer
recorded 13 species, and only 100 individual waterbirds. The autumn surveys recorded 8 species and 66 individuals on the 12
monitored wetlands. The Annual Aerial Waterbird Survey, undertaken in November 2007, found that waterbird abundance was
low in the Barmah-Millewa Forest Icon site. There was no large-scale colonial waterbird breeding event.
Healthy vegetation in at least 55 percent of the area of the forest (including virtually all of the giant rush, moira grass,
and river red gum forest) - continuing drought conditions have resulted in a general lack of understorey vegetation growth.
Although a reasonable diversity of plant species continues to exist, these dry conditions are stifling growth and flowering, with
much of the wetland and forest floor instead being bare or covered by dry leaf litter. Poor growth of the giant rush at important
colonial-nesting waterbird locations is also likely to provide limited colonial waterbird nesting substrate.

2008 - 2009
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Connect and replenish existing remnant pools in Barmah, in order to protect and maintain habitat for native fish and
turtles, maintain water quality, and maintain habitat connectivity in upper reaches of Gulf Creek; Enhance habitats for
colonial waterbird species by promoting the regeneration of Giant Rush - habitats for turtles and native fish were being
successfully maintained: large numbers of turtles were recorded, and fish surveys recorded six native species and evidence
of spawning. There was also evidence of improved health of wetland vegetation, which was likely to provide suitable future
nesting habitats for waterbirds.
The watering event in Reed Beds Swamp stimulated extensive growth of both giant rush and common reed, resulting in healthy
reed and rush beds across the wetland. This situation will allow rapid reestablishment of stable reed and rush beds in the
event of flooding in the near future, providing suitable nesting habitat for waterbirds.

NSW Office of Water - www.water.nsw.gov.au
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Gunbower-Koondrook-Perricoota Forest
2006 - 2007

30 per cent of river red gum forest in healthy condition - less than 20 percent of river red gums remain in healthy condition,
and with ongoing dry conditions this proportion will reduce. The remaining 80 percent of trees are unhealthy, severely stressed
or dead. Successful completion of the Gunbower and Perricoota flood enhancement projects and subsequent watering are
essential if the current decline is to be arrested, especially in NSW, where the majority of severely stressed trees live.
In Gunbower Forest, small areas of wetlands and river red gums have been watered with Victorian environmental water and
increased River Murray flows (from the Snowy scheme) in 2003-04 and 2004-05. The trees in these areas have healthy
canopies and are surviving the current dry conditions, though their condition is beginning to deteriorate.
Successful breeding of thousands of colonial waterbirds in at least 3 years out of 10 - the limited watering events
in Gunbower Forest and Pollack Swamp in 2003, 2004-05 and 2005-06 supported breeding colonies of a few hundred
waterbirds each. The most recent significant breeding event in Koondrook-Perricoota Forest occurred in 1994 during a large,
natural flood event. Thousands of birds have not bred in the forests since 1973-74.
Healthy populations of resident native fish in wetlands - limited watering in Gunbower Forest in 2004-05 and 200506 has promoted the development of populations of eight smaller wetland fish species, including the threatened flathead
gudgeon. Infrastructure and water management in Gunbower has been designed to favour smaller native wetland fish species,
as opposed to larger riverine species. Larger fish species are expected to become more prevalent after works have been
undertaken along Gunbower Creek to facilitate movement.
80 per cent of permanent and semi-permanent wetlands in healthy condition - a small proportion of wetlands have
received water and have shown a very positive response, demonstrating that they can be returned to a healthy condition if
water is available and their resilience threshold has not been passed. Options have been developed to provide water to most
of the remainder. As a result of the prolonged drought, most wetlands are currently dominated by species tolerant of dry
conditions. The completion of Gunbower stage 1 works has provided the ability to control watering of some wetlands.

2007 - 2008

30 percent of river red gum forest and 80 percent of permanent and semi-permanent wetlands in healthy condition
- there were declines in eucalypt canopy condition and cover and in the diversity of indigenous flora species in wooded and
wetland water regime classes in Gunbower Forest between 2005 and 2008. The sustained lack of flooding is the major cause
of this decline. If the vegetation continues on the current trend, the river red gum and box woodlands will contract in area
and simplify ecologically, and the wetlands will be displaced by trees. In Koondrook-Perricoota, signs of severe stress have
been evident in a large proportion of river red gums for several years, including dead and dying limbs, loss of leaf cover, and
epicormic growth. The areas in the poorest condition are primarily in the Koondrook Forest at higher elevations - along the high
river bank and at the far margin of the forest.
Successful breeding of thousands of colonial waterbirds in at least 3 years out of 10 - no waterbirds were recorded in
summer 2007-08, as all wetland sites were dry. However, before autumn 2008, six wetlands within Gunbower Forest received
an environmental flow. Following this watering event, two species of waterbirds (Australian wood duck and Pacific black duck)
were recorded. The Annual Aerial Waterbird Survey, undertaken in November 2007, found that most shallow floodplain wetland
habitat in the Gunbower-Koondrook-Perricoota system was dry in November 2007, and few waterbirds were present.
Healthy populations of resident native fish in wetlands - the condition of the resident native fish in Gunbower Forest
wetlands and Gunbower Creek has been monitored since November 2008. The Murray-Darling Freshwater Research Centre
and the Arthur Rylah Institute have so far recorded six species: smelt (Retropinna semoni ), carp gudgeon (Hypseleotris spp.),
unspecked hardyhead (Craterocephalus stercusmuscarum fulvus), Murray-Darling rainbowfish (Melanotaenia fluviatilis),
flat-headed gudgeon (Philypnodon grandiceps) and goldfish (Carassius auratus).

2008 - 2009
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Maintain wetland vegetation and habitats for bird breeding and foraging - monitoring of vegetation and water quality
showed that environmental watering provided additional food resources and habitat for waterbirds breeding in the Little
Gunbower wetland complex. Aquatic plant species and small native fish showed positive responses.

NSW Office of Water - www.water.nsw.gov.au
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River Murray Channel
2006 - 2007

Overcoming barriers to migration of native fish species between the sea and Hume Dam - the establishment of fishways
at Locks 7, 8, 9 and 10 and at the barrages has reduced barriers to the migration of native fish species between the sea and
Hume Dam. Monitoring has recorded hundreds of thousands of fish, including a number of threatened species, using the new
fishways. With the approval of the Stevens Weir fishway and the refurbishment of the Edward River Offtake fishway, a further
500 kilometres of anabranch is to be opened to fish passage.
Increased frequency of higher, ecologically significant flows in spring, and maintaining channel stability investigations are currently under way to ascertain the appropriate rates of rise and fall below Hume Dam and Torrumbarry
Weir. Both channel stability and ecological cues are to be considered. In recognition of the need to maintain the viability of
the river channel, River Murray Water has increased its yearly budget to River Murray Works to approximately $2.7 million.
Increasing the conveyance capacity around the Barmah Choke is prompting investment in optimising the River Murray Channel.
Lowering of the locks and weirs in South Australia and NSW for drought management has seen some benefit in drying of
the photic (productive) zone of those weir pools. However, the risk of increased saline intrusions, eutrophication and algal
blooms in weir pools may offset these benefits. Weir pool management for critical water supply will present an opportunity to
understand the benefits and impacts of this management strategy.

2007 - 2008

Overcoming barriers to migration of native fish species between the sea and Hume Dam - new fishways are restoring
passage for the majority of the migratory fish community. The fishways are passing large numbers (for example, more than
50,000 fish over 40 days) with a high diversity (13 species) and a wide size range (31 to 1,040 millimetres long). The multijurisdictional Murray River Fishway Assessment Project is measuring fishway performance and associated longer-term benefits
from improved fish passage. In addition to fishways, a major resnagging program between Lake Hume and Yarrawonga has
increased the available habitat for large species in this reach. A comprehensive monitoring program is being conducted to
assess the impact of resnagging. Low discharges from Lake Hume and temperature effects may have affected the movement
and spawning patterns of tagged fish. Many tagged fish have moved through the experimental area, some by long distances,
and several fish have associated with the newly resnagged sites. The overall river condition for fish communities, as reported
by the Sustainable Rivers Audit for the 2004-07 period, indicated a poor fish population as shown by a deviation from the
reference condition.
Increased frequency of higher, ecologically significant flows in spring, and maintaining channel stability - a condition
monitoring plan for the Murray River Channel is being prepared to assess the First Step decision objectives.

2008 - 2009

The extremely poor outlook for inflows into the River Murray system and the low level of the Living Murray environmental water
allocations resulted in only one proposed water action for the River Murray Channel for 2008-09. This was to use River Murray
unregulated flows to enhance the condition of 250 hectares of wetlands between Hume Dam and Lake Mulwala. However, as
no River Murray unregulated flows occurred within the system, no watering activities occurred in 2008-09.

Image courtesy of Tracy Fulford

For more details visit the
Office of Water’s website
www.water.nsw.gov.au
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Adaptive environmental water
In addition to the 37 reports
summarised above, at least
22 specific watering reports

documented the water quantity
and quality and the ecological
responses monitored during each
watering event. The Adaptive

Environmental Water Management
reports published by the Murray
Wetland Working Group are
summarised below.

Adaptive environmental water
2004 - 2005

40 wetland and riverine rehabilitation projects funded from traded water
Watering private wetlands - Murray Irrigation Limited area
■■ Substantial improvement in wetland plant diversity
■■ Flowering and seed set in many species
■■ Reduction in abundance of introduced species
Watering private wetlands - Moira and West Corurgan areas
New growth and increased vigour of wetland plants and surrounding vegetation
■■ Increased abundance of native vegetation
■■

Pollacks Swamp
Reduced sapling distribution
■■ Enhanced vigour of vegetation, flowering and seed set
■■ Increased water bird abundance
■■

Boomanoomana State Forest Wetlands
Regeneration of vegetation from seed bank and possibly transported propagules
■■ Improved health of surrounding forest vegetation, including flowering and seed set
■■ Increased abundance and diversity of water bird species
■■

Gulpa Creek Wetlands
Successful breeding of at least 1,900 water bird pairs
■■ Improved vigour of wetland vegetation
■■

Kulkurna Station Wetlands
Rapid improvement in river red gum condition
■■ Increased abundance and diversity of water birds
■■

2005 - 2006

43 wetland and riverine rehabilitation projects funded from traded water
Watering private wetlands - Murray Irrigation Limited area
■■ Increased plant and bird diversity
■■ New growth in both aquatic and terrestrial vegetation
■■ Flowering and seed set in aquatic plant species
Watering private wetlands - Nampoo Station, Cliffhouse Station, Kelso Station
Regeneration of aquatic and semi-aquatic flora
■■ Improved river red gum and black box health
■■

Thegoa Lagoon and Flood Runner
Increased abundance and diversity of aquatic and amphibious plant species
■■ Improved health of river red gums
■■

Wanganella Swamp
Increased water bird abundance and diversity
■■ Successful waterbird breeding - 3,000 ibis and 2 brolga chicks fledged
■■
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Adaptive environmental water (continued)
2006 - 2007

22 wetland and riverine rehabilitation projects funded from previous traded water
Watering private wetlands - Nampoo Station and Cliffhouse Station
Condition of fringing river red gums improved, growth of river red gum saplings and germination of river red gum seedlings
Increase in native understory species and reduction in exotic species
Thegoa Lagoon
No monitoring of watering event

2007 - 2008

9 wetland and riverine rehabilitation projects funded from previous traded water
No Adaptive Environmental Water was used or traded in 2007-08

Image courtesy of Chester Merrick

Murray River channel
near Howlong at low flow.
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Lower Darling

development of A. circinalis blooms.

The IMEF project titled ‘Algal bloom

A flow release of 3,000 megalitres

management in the Lower Darling

per day was effective at removing

River’ was established to relate

an established cyanobacterial

algal (cyanobacterial) growth to
flow and to the strength of thermal
stratification in the river. With this
information, flow thresholds to
stop blooms can be developed.
The results will determine how the
environmental flow rules affect the
formation of blooms.
A first publication from this work
has been based on the findings
from Weir 32 (Mitrovic et al.
2011). In summary, blooms of the
saxitoxin producing freshwater
cyanobacterium Anabaena circinalis
occurred in two summers out of
four studied. Large cell numbers
of other cyanobacteria, including
Aphanizomenon, Planktolyngbya
and Merismopedia, occurred at
the same times. The blooms also

bloom, and total cyanobacterial
numbers declined from over
100,000 cells per millilitre to less
than 1,000 cells per millilitre within
a week. In the two summers
without blooms, higher flows and
decreased light availability prevented
the development of blooms. Flow
releases were effective at mitigating
cyanobacterial growth either through
the suppression of persistent
thermal stratification or through
dilution and translocation of cells.

Water Sharing Plan for the Upper
Billabong Water Source
Only limited photo-point monitoring
sites have been established on the
tributaries, and no sites for low flow
gauging have been established.
Links to other projects
Further information on monitoring
of unregulated river water sharing
plans can be found on the
NSW Office of Water’s website
www.water.nsw.gov.au go to
Water Management > Monitoring
> Unregulated Rivers.

Greater discharges also increased

Groundwater water sharing plan

turbidity, which diminished the

The NSW Office of Water
routinely monitors groundwater
pressure levels across a network
of observation bores with good
coverage over the Lower Murray
Groundwater Source.

growth of cyanobacteria through
reduced light availability under the
mixed conditions and also reduced
the ability for surface migration
through buoyancy regulation.

coincided with higher light levels.

Links to other projects

Flow releases from the regulated

The Lower Darling algal project

Menindee Lakes were assessed

is linked to a completed IMEF

for their ability to either suppress

project that examined the effects

bloom development or to mitigate

of environmental flows as cease-

pre-existing blooms over this period.

to-pump thresholds on the

A discharge of 300 megalitres per

establishment of algal blooms.

day (flow velocity of 0.03 metres per

Blooms of Anabaena were related

second) was found to be sufficient

to flow (Mitrovic et al. 2003), and

to prevent prolonged periods of

the environmental flows were likely

persistent thermal stratification,

to reduce the number of blooms

which then suppressed the

(Mitrovic et al. 2006).
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Unregulated rivers water
sharing plans
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Groundwater pressure level in the
Lower Murray Groundwater Source
generally rose until 1994. Noticeable
declines since then have been due
to development of high volume of
groundwater pumping. The pressure
level decline was generally steady
but modest until 2001. During this
period, pressure levels recovered
during the non-pumping season
to the previous winter level without
causing any net depletion from
year to year.
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dairy operations and the farming of
winter pasture.

low rainfall and low surface
water availability.

Groundwater pressure levels are
also declining in the area between
the Murray River in the south and
the Riverina Highway in the north.
Water is pumped from both the
Calivil Formation and the Renmark
Group, and pressure levels have
declined in both aquifers. In the
Mooney Swamp Road area north
of the Riverina Highway, the
Renmark Aquifer shows the
maximum drawdown.

Groundwater pressure level is also
consistently falling in the area west
of Deniliquin. Both the Calivil and
Renmark aquifers show depletion.
Since 2002, the pressure level has
never recovered fully to its previous
year’s winter recovery level.

Pressure level was depleted the
most in the Berriquin Irrigation
District, east of Deniliquin, along
Mooney Swamp Road. The
monitoring bores show a constant
decline in groundwater pressure
levels that do not recover fully
during winter. In this area, pumping
continues throughout winter for

Between Finley and Tocumwal,
pressure levels are declining notably
in the Calivil Formation. Declines
began around 1995 and have
trended downward since. Winter
recovery failed to reach the previous
seasons’ levels from 2001 to 2003
and between 2006 and 2009,
coinciding with periods of extremely

Image courtesy of Tony Crawford

In recent years, general groundwater
pressure level has generally declined
throughout the groundwater source,
varying in severity across areas.
From around the 2002-03 irrigation
season, groundwater pressure levels
started declining more quickly, and
recovery began failing to reach
previous seasons’ levels. The
consequent net depletion of the
resource was due to higher volumes
of groundwater extraction as a result
of minimal surface water availability
and consecutive years of drought.

Murray River below
Hume Dam.
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Pressure levels were steady
in the areas west of Wakool
until 1993, when they started
declining slightly. During the
past few years, large-scale
groundwater pumping has lowered
the pressure level substantially.
There is, however, an area of
groundwater level rise to the
north-east of Berrigan.
Groundwater levels have been
declining consistently in the
groundwater source over the last
decade because of excessive
pumping and low surface water
availability. Recent rain (over the
last two years) in the catchment
increased the availability of surface
water, substantially reducing
pumping. This has dramatically
reversed the groundwater decline
in the NSW Office of Water’s
monitoring bores.
Links to other projects
The NSW Macro Plan process has
developed a macro water sharing
plan for the Lower Murray Shallow
Water Source.
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Socio-economic monitoring
In 2005, the NSW Office of Water
began a statewide project to monitor
changes in the NSW irrigation
industry following the introduction of
water sharing plans. The project is
designed to:
■■

monitor key social and economic
changes at the farm and regional
levels arising from water sharing
plans

■■

provide data for the NSW Office
of Water’s review and evaluation
of water sharing plans

■■

provide data for the Natural
Resources Commission’s review
of water sharing plans

■■

provide a benchmark for other
economic and social monitoring
exercises in natural resource
management.

The project was developed
after extensive consultation
with stakeholders, including the
NSW Irrigators’ Council and the
Primary Industries and Economic
Development Standing Committee
of the NSW Natural Resources
Advisory Council.
The project reports on changes in
a number of identified social and
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economic indicators. The data are
collected primarily in a 20-minute
telephone survey of irrigators
who responded to an invitation
to participate. A sample size of
approximately 10 per cent of the
eligible irrigators is targeted for
each survey. Additional customised
data from the Australian Bureau of
Statistics’ Agricultural Census are
also used.
The first of the surveys, in 2006,
targeted irrigators in areas where
the first 31 water sharing plans were
implemented in July 2004. These
plans included all major regulated
rivers in NSW, and represented
approximately 80 per cent of the
extractive water use in NSW. The
2006 survey collected baseline
data reflecting the socio-economic
conditions of farms in these areas.
The 2006 survey included two water
sharing plan areas from the Murray
Valley and Lower Darling River,
namely the NSW Murray and Lower
Darling Regulated Rivers Water
Sources and the Upper Billabong
Water Source (Unregulated River).
There were 316 participants from the
Lower Darling and the Murray Valley

NSW Office of Water - www.water.nsw.gov.au

in the 2006 survey from a survey
population of 3282.
In 2009, the companion baseline
survey targeted irrigators in the
remaining areas of the State,
where water sharing plans were
implemented after 2004 or are
about to be implemented. This
survey covered irrigators whose
water sources are predominantly
unregulated rivers or major inland
groundwater systems. The combined
2006 and 2009 survey data will
provide a complete statewide
baseline data set to be used in
the socio-economic reporting of
plan performance.
For reporting purposes the results of
the irrigator surveys are categorised
by catchment management authority
(CMA) areas. The Murray Valley and
the Lower Darling River data are
reported for the combined Murray
CMA and Lower Murray-Darling
CMA areas in both surveys.
The 2009 survey included four water
sharing plan areas:
■■

Lower Murray Groundwater
Sources

■■

Murray River Unregulated and
Alluvial Water Sources
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Figure 9

Valley and Lower Darling River

2006 survey results showing proportion of irrigation
systems used by area in the Lower Murray-Darling
and Murray Valley CMA areas and statewide.
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Source: 2006 Irrigators survey.
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Figure 10 shows the irrigators’
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rights more secure’

Lower Murray-Darling River

2006 irrigators’ survey results
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Source, and the rest of NSW
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Source: 2006 Irrigators survey.
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Figure 11
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were dominant both for the
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(Figure 12)

Source: 2006 Irrigators survey.
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will make a lot of difference to
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39 per cent of irrigators had
used their water entitlement as
security for a loan. The statewide
average was 17 per cent
Figure 13 shows the irrigators’
responses to the statement
‘The water sharing plan has
made or will make my water
rights more secure’
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Figure 12

Valley and Lower Darling River

2009 Survey results showing proportion of irrigation systems used by area in the Lower MurrayDarling and Murray CMA areas and statewide.
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monitoring plans for 2011-12
What ecological
monitoring is planned
for 2011-12?
Regulated rivers water sharing plans
The Barmah-Millewa allowance is
managed by the Murray-Darling
Basin Authority on behalf of the
jurisdictions, and the Adaptive
Environmental Water is managed
by the NSW Office of Environment
and Heritage. These agencies are
responsible for ongoing monitoring.
The IMEF project titled ‘Algal bloom
management in the Lower Darling
River’ will continue to examine the
factors that lead to blooms of toxic
cyanobacteria (blue-green algae) in
weir pools and determine whether
the flow rules are reducing the
number of blooms. Algal, thermal
stratification, nutrient, light and flow
data will continue to be collected.
How blooms form at the lower two
sites (Pooncarie and Burtundy) will
be a focus. The persistence of toxins
in water after a flow event disrupts
a bloom will be examined to give
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information about how long it takes
for the water to be safe to use.
Unregulated rivers water
sharing plans
No monitoring is planned for
2011-12 until the establishment
of monitoring sites.
Groundwater water sharing plans
The Lower Murray Groundwater
Source will be monitored for
groundwater pressure, quality
and usage.
As no groundwater-dependent
ecosystems have been identified
so far, no groundwater-dependant
ecosystems monitoring is planned

What socio-economic
monitoring is planned
for 2011-12?
The third of the planned irrigator
surveys was undertaken in 2010,
targeting water users on the NSW
Murray and Lower Darling Regulated
River Water Sources and the Upper
Billabong Water Source. It was the
first to collect data that could be

NSW Office of Water - www.water.nsw.gov.au

used to report on changes since
the implementation of water sharing
plans. The results of the survey will
be released in 2011.
To assist in the socio-economic
assessment of changes at the water
sharing plan level, the NSW Office
of Water will purchase customised
agricultural census data, reported
by water source areas, from the
Australian Bureau of Statistics.

What’s planned for
future water sharing
plans?
Four additional water sharing plans
covering the Murray Valley and
Lower Darling are currently being
developed for:
■■

Murray River Unregulated and
Alluvial Water Sources

■■

Lower Murray-Darling
Unregulated and Alluvial Water
Sources

■■

Murray-Darling Basin Fractured
Rock Groundwater Sources

■■

Murray-Darling Basin Porous
Rock Groundwater Sources.
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Valley and Lower Darling River

Future priority
needs for ecological
monitoring and
evaluation activities in
the Murray Valley and
Lower Darling River

high-priority water sources.
However, this may change as a
result of further consideration by
the regional panel administering
these plan areas.

In accordance with Macro Water
Sharing Plans - The approach
for unregulated rivers. Report to
assist community consultation, 2nd
Edition’, (DWE 2009; available at
www.water.nsw.gov.au) potentially
high-priority water sources are
those identified as being at high
risk to instream environmental value
by water extraction. During the
development of the water sharing
plans for the Murray River and
Lower Murray-Darling unregulated
and alluvial water sources, no water
sources were identified as potentially
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Image courtesy of Chester Merrick

Want more
information?
Further information on water
sharing plans and socio-economic
assessment is available at
www.water.nsw.gov.au go to
Water Management > Monitoring.
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